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        16th edition of Mawazine Festival Rhythms of the World 
 
 
 

Nile Rodgers, Nawal Al Zoghbi and Amadou and Mariam: 
A token of  Mawazine opening up on Africa and the world! 

 
For its third day, the 16th edition of the festival brought together 

outstanding singers and musicians. with the focus on demanding and 
popular programming. 

Rabat, May 15, 2017: After two days in apotheosis, Mawazine          
continued its journey through the music of the world. But not just            
any music. On the evening of May 14, OLM Souissi stage was the             
scene of of an hour long concert of first class music performed by             
the legendary Nile Rodgers. Composer, producer, arranger and        
guitarist, the co-founder and leader of the CHIC group, Nile          
Rodgers' influence on popular modern music is considerable. Who         
doesn't remember hits like Good Times, Le Freak and the most           
recent Get Lucky. Considered a living myth of the stage, Nile           
Rodgers has sold over 200 million albums and 50 million singles           
across the globe. Rolling Stone magazine ranked him among the          
50 most important people in the world of music. 
 
Another scene, another star: On Nahda stage, it is the Lebanese diva            
Nawal Al Zoghbi. With more than 14 albums to her credit, she            
enchanted the festival with her most beautiful songs, sung in unison by            
an audience of intergenrational fans. For the African music fans, the           
Bouregreg stage reserved the couple Amadou and Mariam, who played          
their favorite notes while defending values dear to their hearts as well            
as to Mawazine: solidarity, Love and tolerance. 
 
For those who love Moroccan music, Salé stage had prepared its own            
surprises. Three great national artists: Hamid Bouchnak, more than 11          
albums to his credit, and a career prolific in Moroccan sounds open to             
world music; Cheba Maria, raï singer from Casablanca and gold record           
in 2003 with the album Rain'b Fever; And Cheb Kader, one of the artists              



 

who popularized raï in    France and around the    
world. 
 
At Mohammed V National Theater, the  the Greek music icon, Eleftheria 
Arvanitaki, interpreted the great heritage of the icariotes. His delicate 
voice, at once sensual and light, his tender and deep expressiveness, 
his softness and his finesse, have seduced a large audience who came 
to discover this reference of Hellenic poetry and music, which she 
brilliantly mixes with the influences of Jazz and 'variété' classics. 
 
Another highlight of the day, gave an appointment to Mawazine          
festivalgoers at Chellah. There the wonderful Justin Vali performed a          
virtuoso number of valiha, an emblematic bamboo tubular zither from          
Madagascar. Ambassador of the music of the big island, the musician,           
who performed practically in the 6 continents sharing the stage with the            
greatest artists, like Peter Gabriel and Kate Bush. For this exceptional           
concert, he invited five musicians mastering the richness of Madagascar          
musical styles. 
 
Enfin, comme il est de tradition, Mawazine a aussi investi pour cette            
deuxième journée les rues de Rabat et de Salé avec des fanfares et             
spectacles de rue qui ont réuni les troupes marocaines Oussama Band,           
spécialiste des arts du cirque, et Groupe Bakho Atika, reconnu pour sa            
maîtrise de la danse et de la dakka marrakchia. 
 
Last but not least, as is the tradition, as of the second day of the 
festival, the streets of Rabat and Salé were fraught with bands and 
street performance groups performing their respective styles to the 
delight of the public. to name of few, Rabat and Salé dwellers could 
enjoy performances from  Oussama Band, specialist of the circus arts, 
and Bakho Atika Group, recognized for His mastery of dance and dakka 
marrakchia. 
 
 
 
Useful information: 
16th edition of Mawazine Festival Rhythms of the World: May 12th to 20th 2017. 
 
About Festival Mawazine Rythmes du Monde: 
 
Established in 2001, the Mawazine Festival Rhythms of the World is the essential             
rendezvous for music amateurs in Morocco with, for the last 15 years, over 2 million               
festivalgoers at each edition. Held every month of May over nine days, Mawazine offers a               



 

rich and diversified program    where world stars from the four      
corners of the world make of the cities of Rabat and Salé a world stage for music.                 
 Committed to promote Moroccan Music, the Festival devotes more than half of its shows to               
national artists. As a firm believer in the in values of peace, tolerance openness and respect,                
90% of the concerts are free of charge so that everybody can enjoy it. Mawazine also                
participates in the region’s economy, attracting tourists from all over the world; thus making              
of Morocco once every year a world music stage. 
About Maroc Cultures Association: 
Created In compliance with the provisions of November 15, 1958 Dahir, and further to a               
General Assembly held in Rabat on October 23, 2001, Maroc Cultures is a non-profit              
association whose main mission is to offer to the public of Rabat-Salé-Zemmour-Zaër region             
a highly professional cultural and artistic entertainment worthy of the capital of the             
kingdom. Echoing the fundamental values of His Majesty King Mohammed VI development            
policy, Maroc Cultures materializes this mission through Mawazine Rhythms of the World            
Festival as well as various events, multi-disciplinary symposia, plastic art exhibitions and            
concerts. 
 
 
 


